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the long-awaited get rich or die tryin' album comes out on the same day
as its predecessor, but its not a sequel. instead, i am god, vol. 1is an

experimental piece, with production from kanye west, kanye west, and
kanye west. and we're not kidding, there's even kanye west on the album.
if you're looking for an album with experimental production you could do a

lot worse than this. rating: 6/10 necro, death rap full album zip necro's
latest is another comeback project, following up his self-titled debut with a

solid follow-up. "i dont want to have a comeback album, i just want to
keep doing what i do." but double or nothing is different from his previous
albums, in that its different from necro in every way. the album is a full-on

banger, filled with some of the best rapping of necros career, and he is
even on a couple of tracks. the whole album is a banger. the production is

solid, the album is solid, and there is nothing but solid on this album.
rating: 9/10 the future was supposed to be a bright one for to pimp a
butterfly; earl sweatshirt had seemingly graduated from the austere,

minimalist nature of his early works to a more robustly expressionistic
one. but the album never quite panned out. it marked the point of earl

sweatshirt’s creative development that went astray, but this was also the
most enjoyable. less of a statement and more of a calling to arms, the

album is a deep dive into the culture of the south-central los angeles. its
cinematic and saturated, filled with all the flavors of the industry: the
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women, the drugs, the drinking, the violence, the hedonism. erykah badu,
whom earl was friends with, appears on “heaven,” a truly great song. the

album is a great-sounding affair, but is also plagued by musical
experimentation and a confusing narrative, and earl himself has been

anything but clear about its meaning. its a victim of its own success. from
a good album to a great one, and one of the best albums of 2015. rating:

8.5/10
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as dre and snoop did for the early '90s, nas helped position himself for a
big payday in 2007. after a long absence, he returned with a vengeance.
the cover art and title track sounds like a return to form, and the album

opens up with the twangy "summertime," which is a sign of things to
come. nas' trademark flow runs through tracks like "daughters,""the wire,"

and "stillmatic," and the record is just consistently excellent in its
execution, a fact made obvious by the number of award shows he

performed at that year. the best, and the most important, album of his
career. kanye's second outing in the same year as his debut, the college

dropout, is a magnum opus of modern hip hop and a template for the
genre's most prominent artists in the 2000s. it's also one of the best

albums of the decade. rating: 9.5/10 a very strong and consistent album
that is a near-perfect follow up to kanye's the college dropout. kanye has

never been more focused and coherent, and the production is terrific. for a
second album, the production is absolutely flawless. odd future's

expansion into the mainstream is somewhat symbolic of the album as a
whole. while odd future's previous releases were some of the most vitriolic

and compelling hip hop ever made, this album is a welcome change of
pace. it's a restrained and mature album. it's also their most accessible
and universal album. a solid and consistent album that fails to reach the
level of greatness of his debut. i've only seen kanye's first album once,
and it's hard to appreciate the genius of the album without hearing it

again. kanye's sophomore album is an improvement on the first, but it
never reaches the same heights. 5ec8ef588b
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